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rendering requirements a graphic
cluster can also be considered, which
can perform distributed rendering.
(Fig.1). The video output of Image
generator is given to the multiple
projectors through a magik box/video
splitter which converts the VGA output
into RGB output as required by the
projectors. Each projector displays 1/3rd
of the image and output of all the three
projectors are optically combined to
give the feeling of single seamless 3D
image.

available on mobile phone platform
with just an addition of small display
hardware. Visual Simulation helps
in easier understanding of system
by virtual walkthrough inside the
prototype even at the conception stage.
This provides significant inputs to the

designer and based on user feedback it
provides an opportunity to designer for
further improvement of the system. In
coming years virtual reality is going to
become an inherent and significant part
of our life.
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Conclusions:
With the availability of cheaper
processing technology, software &
hardware tools, virtual reality has
indeed become reality in our day to
day life. Now even this technology is
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APPEAL TO ALL CSI MEMBERS
All members of CSI are requested to update their personal
details such as mobile number, latest email address, address
for communication and other details in the CSI membership
database, if there is any change. This will help CSI to serve
its members better. The change request must be supported
by valid supporting proof for the change requested.

Please send the request with any one of the following
document/s duly signed by the member for updating
database at CSI HQ either by registered post at CSI HQ OR
through email to CSI HQ with copy to concerned RVP for
necessary correction / change in details at : hq@csi-india.
org

The members must provide the following details along with
the request:
1. Member’s Name
2. Membership No.
3.	Old Communication Address with registered email-id
(with CSI) and Mobile no.
4.	New Communication Address with email-id and Mobile
no.

The following documents would be accepted for change
request:
Voter ID Card / Aadhaar Card / Passport / Bank (Nationalised)
Pass Book with photo / Credit Card with Photo / Driving
Licence
Prof. A. K. Nayak
Hony. Secretary
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